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Abstract

In P2P systems, users often have many choices of
peers from whom to download their data. Each user
cares primarily about its own response time, which de-
pends on how many other users also choose that same
peer. This interaction is best modeled as a game among
self-interested agents, which we calluncoordinated load
balancing. The players in this game are the rational
and strategic users who are free to act in their own self-
interest. We describe some of our recent work on this
problem, and propose several new research directions,
including analyzing Nash equilibria under general la-
tency functions, a cost to switch servers, settings where
user groups are dynamic, as well as the complexity of
finding Nash solutions, and incentives for peers to be
truthful in revealing their load.

1 Introduction

In Peer-to-peer (P2P) systems, data are often repli-
cated to enable a high level of availability and fault tol-
erance. As a result, users typically have choice of many
hosts from whom to download their data. Each user is
selfish and strategic, and wants to minimize its response
time. On the other hand, when serving data to multi-
ple users, a host must share its limited bandwidth among
those users. Therefore, the latency (response time) ex-
perienced by a user when downloading data from a host
depends onhow many other users are connected to that
host. Different hosts may have different speeds. We as-
sume that the response time is inversely proportional to
the speed of the host, butgrows linearlywith the total
number of users connected to a host. (All our results gen-
eralize to the case where the response time grows as the
pth power of the load.)

Each user independently trying to maximize its utility
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is essentially engaged in a game with other users, which
we calluncoordinated load balancing. Unlike traditional
load balancing, however, users are not interested in opti-
mizing the social welfare (e.g.,total response time). In-
stead, each user has its own private objective. The stable
outcomes of these interactions are the Nash Equilibria—
outcomes in which no user can improve its utility by
switching unilaterally. In general, Nash equilibrium solu-
tions can be much worse than the centralized outcomes,
and Papadimitriou [8] has coined the term “price of an-
archy” to denote theworst-case ratio between a Nash
outcome and the social optimum.We describe several
problems and results concerning the price of anarchy for
uncoordinated load balancing, and explore many associ-
ated algorithmic and structural questions. We begin by
describing our model for the load balancing game.

2 Model and Results

An instance of the load balancing game is modeled
as a bipartite graphG between a setU of n users (data
requesting peers) and a setV of m hosts (data hosting
peers). An edge(i, j) indicates that useri can obtain its
data from nodej. A peer matchingis a (many to one)
mappingM : U → V that assigns each user to a host.1

That is, each user is matched to exactly one host, but a
host can be matched to multiple users (or none).

Different hosts can have different speeds. Suppose a
hostj has speedσj and is matched todj users, then we
assume that theresponse time, or latency, to each user
i connected to this host isλi = f(dj)/σj , wheref() is
an increasing function of the loaddj . (In general, the
response time has two components, one host dependent
and one network dependent. In our simplified model, we
consider just the host-related latency, and treat network
latency to be a constant.) Under thelinear model, the
latency is simplydj/σj . (More generally, we consider
latency functions of the formdp

j/σj .) The cost of a peer

1To avoid trivialities, we assume that for each client, there is at
least one server that can provide the data.
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matchingM is the total latency of all the users:

cost(M) =
n∑

i=1

λi.

A matching is aNash equilibriumif no user can im-
prove its latency by unilaterally switching to another host.
Let Mnash be a Nash solution, and letMopt be the (co-
ordinated) social optimum. Theprice of anarchyρ(G)
is the worst-case bound on the ratio between the costs of
Mnash andMopt for the problem instanceG.

We have been able to prove that if all hosts have equal
speed, then the price of anarchy is

ρ(G) ≤ (1 + 2/
√

3) ≈ 2.15

A more revealing way to express the price of anarchy is
the following: we show thatρ(G) ≤ 1+ 2m

n , which tends
to one as the ratio between the number of users to hosts
grows. We also exhibit an instanceG for which ρ(G) ≥
2.001, even with linear latency and equal speed for all the
servers.

With arbitrary speed hosts, we can prove a general
bound of2.5 on the price of anarchy. If the latency func-
tion grows as theLp norm of the host loads, we show
that the price of anarchy is bounded byplog p(1 + o(1)).
The matching cost turns out to be related to thesum of
the squares of the server loads.Thus, our techniques
also lead to improved bounds for a natural online greedy
scheme for load balancing [1]. In this short paper, we
give a brief overview of some of our key results, so that
we can formulate the research problems we wish to pro-
pose; full papers describing our mathematical results are
in preparation [5, 13].

3 Related Work

Several algorithms have been proposed recently for
peer selection, such as “controlled update propaga-
tion” [12],“ adaptive peer selection” [2], among others.
While these papers do acknowledge the fact that users
selfishly want to choose peers with the best response
time, they fail to model the game theoretic interaction
among the users.

Our uncoordinated load balancing game belongs to the
general class ofcongestion gamesintroduced by Rosen-
thal [9] in game theory. In computer science, perhaps
the best known congestion game is the network routing,
studied by Koutsoupias and Papadimitriou [6], Czumaj
and Vöcking [3], Roughgarden [10], and Roughgarden
and Tardos [11], among others.

The load balancing game differs from these routing
games in one important and fundamental respect: load
balancing isatomic, while the routing games arenon-
atomic. In the latter, a user’s task (flow) can be split ar-
bitrarily (across multiple paths). By contrast, in atomic
games, one user is wholly assigned to a single host.2 In
routing games, one also assumes that each user puts only
a negligibletraffic load on a network link. We do not re-
quire such an assumption—a user can own an arbitrarily
large fraction of a host.

The more traditionalcoordinated or centralizedload
balancing has a long history in distributed systems. Our
peer matching problem has connections with the load bal-
ancing variant in which we wish to minimize theL2 norm
of the server loads. The best known result on this prob-
lem is by Awerbuch et al. [1], who show that the online
greedy algorithm achieves a constant factorcompetitive
ratio. Using our techniques, we are able obtain an im-
proved upper bound for the greedy’s performance.

4 Bounding the Price of Anarchy

It is well-known that Nash equilibria do not always
optimize the social welfare, with the Prisoner’s Dilemma
being one of the best-known examples. Our peer match-
ing problem is no exception: an equilibrium matching
does not necessarily have minimum cost. See Figure 1
for examples.

Fortunately, it can be shown that the price of anarchy
(the worst-case ratio between a Nash solution and the so-
cial optimum) for the peer matching game is quite mod-
est. We begin with some preliminary facts relating the
optimal and the Nash matchings.

Upper Bounds

We haven clients, labeled1, 2, . . . , n, andm servers,
labeled1, 2, . . . , m. The termserver loaddenotes the
number of clients assigned to that server in a given
matching. We first observe that the cost of a match-
ing (sum of clients’ latency) is related to the sum of the
squaredserver loads. That is, ifM is a matching, in
which clienti has latencyλi and serverj has load̀ j and
speedσj , then

cost(M) =
n∑

i=1

λi =
m∑

j=1

`2
j

σj
. (1)

2Indeed, for the the non-atomic version of the uncoordinated load
balancing, we can show the price of anarchy is one; that is, Nash is
always optimal.
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Figure 1. (a) A client-server graph. (b)
An optimal matching of cost 3. (c) A Nash
but sub-optimal matching of cost 5. (d) A
non-equilibrium matching.

This follows because each of the`j clients matched
to serverj suffers latencỳ j/σj . Given a problem in-
stance, letMopt denote an optimal peer matching, and
let Mnash denote a Nash matching. LetOj and Nj

denote the set of clients assigned to serverj in Mopt

andMnash, respectively. We use the shorthand notation
oj = |Oj | and nj = |Nj | for the cardinalities of
these sets. If a client is assigned to serverj in the Nash
but to serverk in the optimal, then the followingNash
Condition must hold, whereσj andσk denote the speeds
of these servers:

nj

σj
≤ nk + 1

σk
, if Nj ∩Ok 6= ∅.

This condition basically expresses the fact the client
could not have improved its latency by switching. This
innocent looking condition is powerful enough to give us
the following importantNash Inequality: If Mopt is an
optimal matching andMnash is a Nash matching, then

m∑

j=1

n2
j

σj
≤

m∑

j=1

(nj + 1)oj

σj
.

This fundamental inequality allows us to prove the fol-
lowing upper bounds on the price of anarchy.

Theorem 4.1 With linear latency functions and arbi-
trary server speeds, the price of anarchy is at most2.5. If
all servers have the same speed, then the price of anarchy
is at most1 + 2/

√
3 ≈ 2.15.

There are several specializations and generalizations
of this main result. We mention a few. First, if all servers
have an identical and linear latency function, then

cost(Mnash)
cost(Mopt)

≤ 1 +
2m

n
.

Thus, as the ratio (number of clients)/(number of servers)
grows,every Nash solution approaches the social opti-
mum. Second, if the server latency grows as thepth
power of the server load, then we can measure the to-
tal latency using theLp norm. In this case, the price of
anarchy turns out to beO( p

log p).

A Lower Bound

Figure 1(c) shows an example where the Nash solution
is 5/3 times the optimal. A more involved construction
shows that the price of anarchy is at least2.001, even with
identical and linear latency functions.

5 Greedy Matching: A Myopic Strategy

Nash equilibrium is a compelling solution concept for
distributed systems with self-interested players. Unfor-
tunately, the concept is descriptive, not prescriptive: it
does not suggest algorithms for computing an equilib-
rium and finding (distributed) algorithms for Nash equi-
libria remains a topic of current research.

We are therefore motivated to investigate the following
simplegreedystrategy: clients arrive in the system online
in an arbitrary order; upon arrival, each client selects a
permissible server with the smallest current latency, and
this selection is irrevocable.The greedy is a myopic
strategy—each client makes the best choice available to
it at the moment, although future choices byother clients
may make it regret its selection. While greedy does not
generally lead to Nash solutions, it may well be a strat-
egy most commonly used in practice. Thus, a natural
question to ask is:how bad is the greedy matching in the
worst case?

Surprisingly, even greedy has a modest price of anar-
chy: we show that with linear latency and arbitrary server
speeds, the worst-case ratiocost(Mgreedy)/cost(Mopt)
is less than17/3 ≈ 5.67. If all servers have equal speed,
then the ratio improves to2 +

√
5 ≈ 4.24. These re-

sults imply improved bounds on the competitive ratio of
the (coordinated) greedy solution forL2 norm server load
balancing [1].
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6 Optimal, Nash, and Greedy: Some Structural
Results

The price of anarchy focuses on the worst-case equi-
librium solution. A more optimistic analysis could con-
sider thebest caseNash solution and ask how close to
the social optimum can one get? In this section, we con-
sider some questions like this and provide a few partial
answers.

Theorem 6.1 Assuming that every server has the same
latency functionλ(x) andx · λ(x) is convex, then every
optimal matching is also a Nash matching.

Thus, for instance, if all servers have linear and identi-
cal latency functions, then the best-case Nash achieves
social optimum. The following theorem, on the other
hand, gives general conditions under whichno Nash so-
lution is optimal.

Theorem 6.2 Assuming non-identical but linear latency
functions, there are instances of the peer matching game
where no Nash equilibrium matching is optimal. Assum-
ing that every server has the same latency functionλ(x)
andx · λ(x) is non-convex, there are instances where no
Nash equilibrium matching is optimal.

On the other hand, the following general result shows
that under a broad class of latency functions, every Nash
solution can be generated by the greedy strategy (with an
appropriate order of client arrival).

Theorem 6.3 If servers have monotone increasing
(though not necessarily identical) latency functions, then
every Nash matching can be generated by the greedy
scheme.

Finally, if the clients’ job is allowed to be split across
multiple servers, then it turns out thatevery Nash solution
is optimal.That is, the price of anarchy equals 1. A non-
atomic model of service is actually used in practice by
the KaZaa system.

7 Research Directions

Our model and results suggest several natural and in-
triguing research problems, which should be of interest to
distributed systems in general and peer to peer networks
in particular. We mention some of the most promising
such directions.

7.1 Computing Nash Matchings

The Nash equilibrium is a celebrated result in game
theory. Unfortunately, there is no polynomial time al-
gorithm known for computing a Nash solution ingen-
eral games. The peer matching game, however, is not a
general game. In fact, with identical and linear latency
(or more generally, the latency functions with convex
x · λ(x)), even thebest caseNash can be computed in
polynomial time, by using graph matching ideas [5, 4].
However, these algorithms require that the entire client-
server graph be known to all the clients. It will be inter-
esting to explore algorithms that are distributed and re-
quire onlylocal information(i.e. each client knows only
about its permissible servers).

7.2 From Greedy to Nash

The matching determined by the online greedy scheme
is within a constant factor of the social optimum, but it
may not be stable—some of the users may want to switch
to a different server. It may be interesting to investigate
how to transform a greedy matching into a Nash. Sup-
pose that users get one chance to switch their server in
each round. How many rounds are needed before a stable
solution is found?

7.3 The Cost of Switching Servers

In the greedy scheme, a client is not allowed to switch
after its initial selection—in effect, the cost for switching
servers isinfinite. On the other hand, Nash solutions as-
sume that a user can switch servers at zero cost. Thus,
Nash and greedy can be viewed as two extremes in this
cost spectrum. A natural question to ask is this: suppose
a user incurs a costα whenever he switches its server;
what is the price of anarchy?

The server cost model may also have interesting algo-
rithmic implications. With the infinite switching cost, we
have a simple, distributed, online algorithm for comput-
ing the equilibrium matching (i.e. the greedy). With zero
switching cost, no such (distributed) algorithm is known.
Is it possible that adding switching cost improves the al-
gorithmic complexity of finding a stable solution?

7.4 Coping with a Dynamic Client Set

We have assumed a static client group. In practice,
new clients constantly arrive and old ones leave. Little
is know about the loss of efficiency in such adynamic
setting—it involvesboth the lack of information about
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future arrivals as well as the lack of coordination.One
basic problem is to investigate the price of anarchy where
we compare centralized optimum to a solution in which
clients are always at Nash—that is, whenever a new client
arrives or an old one leaves, the remaining set recomputes
a Nash matching. Next, it would be more realistic to con-
sider this problem with a fixed switching cost. Still more
realistic would be the model where the cost of switch-
ing depends on thestate of the client—e.g., the cost may
monotonically increase with time for each client, reflect-
ing its unwillingness to switch as its job nears comple-
tion.

7.5 Effect of Server Speeds

Our upper bound for the price of anarchy is worse
when servers can have arbitrary speeds (i.e. the ratio
bound is2.5 vs. 2.15 for equal speed servers). Intrigu-
ingly, we know of no lower bound that shows that price
of anarchy should be worse with heterogeneous servers.
It would be an interesting result to show that the price of
anarchy with arbitrary speeds servers is never worse than
with equal speed servers.

7.6 General Latency Functions

We have considered mostly linear or monomial latency
functions. It would be worth investigating more general
latency functions. In Section 6, we mentioned a few ba-
sic, isolated results in this direction, but much remains
unknown. One very useful class to consider is thepiece-
wise linear latency functions. We do not know of any
non-trivial results for this class.

7.7 The Optimistic Nash

We have primarily considered the worst-case (pes-
simistic) Nash, except for the singular result of Theo-
rem 6.1. The best-case Nash solutions are also com-
pelling objects of study. With linear latency functions,
perhaps the price of anarchy is modest enough to not
worry about the best case. However, with higher or-
der latency functions, the worst-case Nash may be too
unattractive a solution, and it would be interesting to ob-
tain bounds for the best-case Nash. It seems like a chal-
lenging problem.

7.8 Advertising Server Loads

The greedy matching, as perhaps any reasonable al-
gorithm, requires the knowledge of current server loads.

How should the load information be kept uptodate and
propagated to the clients? One simple idea is for each
client toprobeits permissible servers; the schemes in [2,
12] assume that the server either announces its load, or
the client infers it through a test download. When there
are many potential servers, this can be quite expensive. A
possible direction to explore is to maintain either histori-
cal or current server load information in the system.

7.9 Truthfulness and Mechanism Design

Because P2P participants are assumed to be selfish,
and there is no central authority, how can one ensure
that players are truthful? In our context, what incentive
does a server have to truthfully declare its load? It can
lie both ways—if he benefits from serving many clients
(e.g. through goodwill or ranking in the system), he may
under-report, hoping to attract more clients; if he does
not benefit, then he can over-report. Nisan and Ronen [7]
have advocated using the VCG (Vickrey-Clarke-Grove)
mechanism to compensate servers in a scheduling appli-
cation. Ours is another natural setting where further re-
search of this kind is needed.
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